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Abstract
Optical waveguides are the key building block of optical fiber and photonic inte-
grated circuit technology, which can benefit from active photonic manipulation to
complement their passive guiding mechanisms. A number of emerging applications
will require faster nanoscale waveguide circuits that produce stronger light-matter
interactions and consume less power. Functionalities that rely on nonlinear optics
are particularly attractive in terms of their femtosecond response times and tera-
hertz bandwidth, but typically demand high powers or large footprints when using
dielectrics alone. Plasmonic nanostructures have long promised to harness metals for
truly nanoscale, energy-efficient nonlinear optics. Early excitement has settled into
cautious optimism, and recent years have been marked by remarkable progress in
enhancing a number of photonic circuit functions with nonlinear plasmonic waveg-
uides across several application areas. This work presents an introductory review of
nonlinear plasmonics in the context of guided-wave structures, followed by a com-
prehensive overview of related experiments and applications covering nonlinear light
generation, all-optical signal processing, terahertz generation/detection, electro optics,
quantum optics, and molecular sensing.
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1 Introduction

Photonic waveguides are a ubiquitous building block of optical circuits, used from
passive long-haul data transfer in optical fibers, to active nanoscale signal processing
on miniaturized planar architectures. The idea of using micro-scale circuits to manip-
ulate optical signals from lasers dates back to the 1960s [1], and is now an established
and powerful technological platform [2,3]. Such photonic integrated circuits (PICs)
now routinely carry, route, and process light via guided waves—using both passive [4]
and active [5] components—on a convenient monolithic chip, shown in the Schematic
of Fig. 1a. PICs can be implemented using a number of dielectric platforms, including
III-V semiconductors [6,7] lithium niobate [8], silicon [3,9] and silicon nitride [10],
to name a few—some of which are compatible with complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication processes [11]. PICs find numerous applications
across multiple disciplines [12] including telecommunications [13], quantum tech-
nologies [14,15], sensing [16], and machine learning via programmable PICs [5].
Inspired by this approach, optical fibers are also increasingly expanding their tradi-
tional guidance capabilities to include active components via metallic, semiconductor,
or highly nonlinearmaterials. A concept schematic of such a hybrid optical fiber (HOF)
[17], is shown in Fig. 1b.

The main advantage of waveguide-based PICs over their electronic counterparts is
their ability to directly manipulate analogue information that is encoded in photons,
which are stable, robust to noise, and have high bandwidth. In recent years, the density
of componentswhich performvarious functions, shown in the schematic of Fig. 1c, has
rapidly increased, up to thousands of photonic components per chip [22], integrated
with millions of electronic transistors [23]. Some operations, such as splitting [24],
coupling [25], polarization rotation [26], filtering [27], and phase shifting [28], can
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Fig. 1 Photonic waveguide circuit concept schematics. a Example centimetre-scale wafer containing
densely packed Photonic Integrated Circuits, adapted from Ref. [18] under a Creative Commons License
(CC BY-SA 4.0). b Hybrid optical fibers (HOFs) can also contain several materials providing all-fiber
integrated functions [17], including nonlinear (blue) and plasmonic (purple) waveguides considered in this
review.Adapted fromRef. [17]with permission. cSchematic example of PIC linear- andnonlinear-elements.
Adapted from Ref. [15] with permission (Copyright The Optical Society). In this review, we consider d
hybrid, guided wave nonlinear plasmonics structures (left) where extreme, nanoscale field enhancements
near the metal (middle) can lead to nanometre-scale nanophotonics via highly nonlinear materials (HNLM)
[19]. Adapted with permission from Ref. [19] (Copyright The Optical Society) and Ref. [20,21] (Copyright
(2018) American Chemical Society)

be entirely passive, agnostic to the amount of power guided by the PIC. In contrast,
functions such all-optical switching [29] and light generation [30], are intrinsically
active. Since photons do not interact with each other, this manipulation requires an
interaction with the optical medium itself, which in its fastest incarnation occurs
through the nonlinear optical response at the atomic or molecular level [31].

Although nonlinear responses naturally occur at ultrafast timescales and favour
high-bandwidth applications, they are also exceedingly weak, and only become sig-
nificant for large field intensities. Much effort has been dedicated to finding ways to
increase optical nonlinear effects, either by developing newmaterials with intrinsically
high nonlinearities [32] or by appropriately engineering highly nonlinear waveguides
[33].As oneperspective describes [34], silicafibers proved to be a valuable platform for
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many early nonlinearwaveguide experiments: although the nonlinearity of silica is low,
the development of ultra-low-loss fibers in the 1970s allowed the observation of numer-
ous nonlinear effects including stimulated Raman scattering, self-phase modulation,
four-wave mixing and stimulated Brillouin scattering, as well as the first observation
of solitons [35] and supercontinuum [36]. All these effects typically require long fiber
lengths, and their operational principles crucially rely on the subtle interplay between
nonlinear- and dispersive-effects after metres or even kilometres of propagation. In
the past decade or so, much effort has thus been dedicated to miniaturizing and inte-
grating these nonlinear functions on readily available chip-scale waveguide elements
and circuits composed of highly nonlinear materials such as silicon [37,38] or chalco-
genide [32]. Although progress in fabrication has resulted in low linear losses over
typical propagation lengths, nonlinear performance is often limited by the materials’
nonlinear losses (e.g., two-photon- and free-carrier- absorption), though mitigation
strategies have been proposed [37].

One obvious advantage of waveguide systems over their bulk counterparts is their
ability to maintain a constant spot size upon propagation, via the guided mode: since
nonlinear effects demand high field intensities, they are strongest in devices supporting
small mode areas. Pushing this concept to its limit, the degree to which any all-
dielectric PIC can be miniaturized is inherently restricted to approximately half the
wavelength in themedium: if a waveguide lateral dimension falls below this limit, light
is no longer tightly confined inside the waveguide and leaks externally [39]. In silicon-
based PICs, for example, the lateral dimensions used for guiding telecommunications
wavelengths are∼ 0.5µm.We refer the reader to Ref. [40] for a detailed discussion on
important matters relating to all-dielectric nonlinear sub-wavelength photonic circuits.

Truly nanoscale modal confinement can thus only be achieved by using met-
als: photons can couple to oscillating charges at metallic surfaces, giving rise to
surface-plasmon polaritons (SPPs) which can have extremely small effective modal
areas—orders of magnitude below the diffraction limit [41]. As such, SPPs have long
been eyed as prime candidates for nano-PIC building blocks [42,43]. In this case, hold-
ing back immediate uptake is the large linear optical loss that accompanies extreme
confinement, due to intrinsic electron damping [44]. In the worst case scenario, prop-
agation lengths at metal-dielectric surfaces can be smaller than the wavelength itself.
Despite this significant disadvantage, plasmonics continues to attract a lot of attention
[45], and is frequently pointed to as the transformative platform for addressing inherent
limitations of all-dielectric nonlinear devices [46]. The hope is that, although long-
range propagation is out of the question, perhaps local field amplitudes can be large
enough to make it all worthwhile. Researchers have thus harnessed localized SPPs
that oscillate on individual metallic nano-elements without propagating [47]. Indeed,
nonlinear plasmonic nanoantennas [48], metasurfaces [49], and metamaterials [50]
have all been the subject of intense theoretical and experimental investigations. For
overviews of nonlinear plasmonics, we refer the reader to Refs. [51–54]; for a com-
prehensive review of plasmonics in photonic integrated circuits, we refer the reader to
Refs. [55–58].

But what are the prospects for integrating nonlinear plasmonic functionality on a
chip for nanoscale nonlinear optics? In first instance, the answer is simple: place a
plasmonic element close to a dielectric waveguide [59] and harness the resulting non-
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linear process via the localized surface plasmon. Although this approach can enhance
the nonlinear performance of dielectric waveguides [59], only a small fraction of total
power guided by the dielectric is used. An alternative approach takes a seemingly
long-winded route: the diffraction-limited photonic mode can be transformed into
a sub-diffraction plasmonic mode (e.g., via a directional coupler [60,61], adiabatic
transformers [62,63], or end-fire [64,65] and perpendicular [66–68] couplers), which
all guide light to a nano-volume. Photonic-to-plasmonic mode conversion schemes
typically require as little as one wavelength of propagation, but still transfer a high
fraction of power to a plasmonic nano-concentrator (close to 100%, when combined
with mode-matching schemes [65]). For reviews on photonic-to-plasmonic nanocou-
pling schemes, see for example Refs. [69,70].

Owing to the hybrid nature of the waveguides involved, the vastly different optical
properties of each participating material, and the co-existence of two mutually oppos-
ing effects (namely, high intensities and large losses), describing the nonlinear effects
in plasmonic demands careful consideration. With a number of excellent reviews on
nonlinear plasmonics [51,54] and nonlinear metasurfaces [71], here we concentrate
on nonlinear plasmonics in guided-wave systems, with an eye on photonic integrated
circuits. One example structure, formed by a metal-dielectric-metal nonlinear gap on
top of a guiding silicon nanowire, is shown in Fig. 1d: it can produce extreme field
enhancements in a guided chip platform, potentially enabling giant nonlinear optics
when combinedwith highly nonlinearmaterials [19,72,73]. Although not all structures
discussed will be on PICs, we have selected theory and experiments which reveal the
underlying physics that should be considered in the context of propagating nonlinear
SPPs, and is thus relevant to photonic integration.

The outline of this review is as follows. In Sect. 2 we review the linear proper-
ties of several representative plasmonic waveguides, and introduce some important
parameters impacting their nonlinear performance. In Sect. 3 we give a general
overview of nonlinear optics, with particular attention to the Kerr nonlinear response
of lossy, hybrid, guided wave systems. We also discuss the relative influence of typi-
cal materials, and other nonlinear effects. In Sect. 4 we present salient experiments in
guided-wave nonlinear plasmonics. In Sect. 5 we present an experimental overview
of photonic-plasmonic nonlinear circuits for nanoscale nonlinear light generation, all-
optical switching, electro-optic functions, terahertz generation/detection, and Raman
spectroscopy. In Sect. 6 we provide a brief perspective on nonlinear plasmonics in the
context of quantum PICs, and conclude in Sect. 7.

2 Fundamentals of plasmonic waveguides

We begin by reviewing the fundamentals of plasmonics waveguides, with particular
attention to those parameters that are most relevant for enhancing nonlinear light-
matter interactions. With a large number of excellent recent reviews on plasmonic
waveguides, we hope to avoid redundancy by concentrating on those parameters most
relevant to our later discussion on nonlinear optics: linear propagation loss, group
velocity, and effective modal width. In first instance, we can distinguish two common
classes of chip-scale plasmonic structures: (1) pure plasmonic waveguides, formed
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Fig. 2 a SPP Schematic. Red line: x̂-component of the electric field. b Relative electric permittivity εm of
gold used in the calculations, following the Drude-Lorentz model in Ref. [76]. c Effective index neff (red)
and attenuation length Latt (blue) of the SPP, assuming εd = 1. dColourplot of the electric field norm (top),
transverse- (x̂ , middle) and longitudinal (ẑ, bottom) electric field components. d Calculated weff (red) and
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by one metal and one dielectric; (2) hybrid plasmonic waveguides, which harness
multiple materials in often sophisticated arrangements, with the ultimate objective
of reducing losses and maintaining nanoscale confinement. Unless otherwise stated,
in this Section we consider waveguides supporting 1D modes and 2D propagation.
This approach allows rapid calculations of both propagation constants and associated
modes via numerical solutions of analytical functions [74], retaining much of the
underlying physics while reducing the number of degrees of freedom to choose from.

2.1 Pure plasmonic waveguides

The archetypal plasmonic waveguides supporting deep sub-wavelength plasmon
modes [75] are the metal-dielectric (MD), the dielectric-metal-dielectric (DMD), and
the metal-dielectric-metal (MDM) waveguides. We revisit their most important mode
properties, taking the opportunity to compare with their dielectric counterparts where
appropriate.

Bulk surface plasmon polaritons (MD)

We start with the simplest plasmonic waveguide, shown in the schematic of Fig. 2a: a
semi-infinite metal/dielectric interface supporting a transverse magnetic (TM) surface
plasmon polariton (SPP)mode, propagating in z. The dispersion relation of SPPmodes
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has a closed-form expression given by [41]

β = k0neff = k0

√
εmεd

εm + εd
, (1)

whereβ is the propagation constant, fromwhich the effective indexneff can be obtained
via the vacuum wave number k0 = 2π/λ (vacuum wavelength: λ), and εm (εd ) are
the relative dielectric permittivity of the metal (dielectric). In these calculations, we
consider the metal to be gold, one of the most commonly used plasmonic materials
as a result of its high stability and relatively low loss, taking the measured values
for εm(λ) shown in Fig. 2b [76]. Fig. 2c shows the real part of neff and associated
attenuation length Latt = 1/[2�m(β)] as a function of wavelength. At long wave-
lengths, εm is large and negative, so that neff ∼ k0

√
εd . Approaching the visible,

εm + εd → 0 leads to an increase in neff , limited by material losses via �m(εm).
Fig. 2d shows a colorplot of the associated electric field magnitude as a function of
position and wavelength for modes of equal power: in the near-infrared, the electric
field is weakly transversely confined to themetal (metal penetration depth: 20–30nm);
towards visible wavelengths, the field is increasingly confined at the metal/dielectric
interface and produces a local intensity enhancement. Note that this effect occurs for
both transverse- and longitudinal-field components [77]. We quantify this by calculat-
ing the group velocity vg = ∂ω/∂β and effective modal width weff , respectively. Low
vg is associated with slow light [78], which leads to longitudinal enhancement via
the trailing edge of a pulse’s field catching up with its leading edge; a small effective
modal width weff also enhances the electric field via transverse confinement [79]. The
group velocity vg (normalized to the speed of light c) and weff (here taken as the 1/e
width of |E |) are shown in Fig. 2d: both have a global minimum close to resonance
where εm = −εd .

Although the SPPmode is a valuable starting point for the discussion, it approaches
a weakly-guided surface wave at longer near-infrared wavelengths where many
PICs operate. Field enhancements occur by reducing the waveguide features to sub-
wavelength dimensions, as we now discuss.

Thin metal plasmonic waveguides (DMD)

We now consider the salient properties of modes supported on thin metallic films at
the standard telecommunication wavelength λ = 1.55µm [80]. Here the complex
propagation constant is obtained from the numerical solution of an analytical tran-
scendental equation [74]. As the infinite gold film of Fig. 2a transitions into a finite
thickness nanofilm, the two supported modes on either side of the film can couple
via their evanescent tails, giving rise to anti-symmetric- and symmetric modes (with
respect to H ), analogously to what occurs for two coupled dielectric waveguides.
These are referred to as the short-range (SR-) and long-range (LR-) SPPs, respec-
tively, although other nomenclatures exist [81].

The SR-SPP possesses the most striking characteristics: Fig. 3a shows calculated
�e(neff) and associated attenuation lengths Latt as a function of film thickness t =
1−50 nm. As the phase velocity decreases (large neff ), the losses also increase (short
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Fig. 3 a �e(neff ) (red) and attenuation length Latt (blue) of the short-range surface plasmon polariton
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Latt). This, in turn, is accompanied by a dramatic reduction in both the weff and
vg (Fig. 3b) indicating omnidirectional field enhancements at the metal-dielectric
boundary as per the SPP. Figure 3c shows the associated Poynting vector magnitude
|S| on a logarithmic scale, illustrating the dramatic increase in confinement of SR-
SPPs for nanoscale metal thickness. The increased losses are a direct result of at larger
fraction of modal power in the metal, although the largest fraction of power is in
the surrounding dielectric. Note that the smallest effective width here corresponds to
λ/20, one order of magnitude below the diffraction limit in free space.

For comparison, Fig. 3d shows that the LR-SPP �e(neff) decreases as the film
thickness is reduced, and its attenuation length increases.AsFig. 3e illustrates however,
the effective lateralmodalwidth increases to severalwavelengths, and vg/c approaches
unity. As the Poynting vector colorplot of Fig. 3f reveals, here the field is not confined
to the metal surface as the film thickness is reduced, in sharp contrast to the SR-SPP.

As final comparison, Fig. 3g–i show equivalent calculations for the fundamental
mode supported by an all-dielectric air-clad silicon waveguide (refractive index: 3.5;
t = 100−600 nm). Reducing thewaveguidewidth below100nm results in an effective
index approaching unity (Fig. 3g), and a local minimum in vg and weff at t ∼ 200 nm
(Fig. 3h). Though this minimum is associated with field enhancements in the dielectric
(shown in the Poynting vector colourplot of Fig. 3i), weff , vg , and t are orders of
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magnitude larger than those of the SR-SPP. The absence ofmaterial losses comes at the
cost of increased physical dimensions: the relative trade-offs between device footprint
and associated losses are a recurringmotif when comparing dielectric- and plasmonic-
waveguides [43], which is especially relevant for integrated nonlinear plasmonics [82].

Plasmonic slot waveguides (MDM)

The last pure plasmonic strucure we discuss is the plasmonic slot waveguide [83]. We
consider the fundamental mode of a sub-wavelength air slot surrounded by two opti-
cally thick gold films at λ = 1.55µm. Here the gold/air SPP modes on either surface
also couple as they are brought together, giving rise to symmetric- and anti-symmetric
modes (with respect to the magnetic field): the former produce sub-wavelength lateral
confinement and low group velocity.

Figure 4a shows calculated �e(neff) and associated Latt of the fundamental MDM
mode as a function of sub-wavelength gap thickness (t = 1−200 nm): both increase
as t approaches the single-nanometre scale, showing a dramatic reduction in both the
weff and vg , as plotted in Fig. 4b. Figure 4c shows the associated normalized Poynting
vector magnitude: the majority of the power remains inside the slot, and the effective
width nominally corresponds to the width of the plasmonic gap, which can be orders of
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magnitude below the diffraction limit. Although a significant portion enters the metal
leading to large absorption and short Latt (Fig. 4a, blue line), one theoretical study of
tapered MDM waveguides [84] showed that, for certain tapering angles, a nonlinear
dielectric in the slot could significantly mitigate mode attenuation by exciting a spatial
plasmon soliton [85].

A comparable all-dielectric structure is the dielectric slot waveguide [86] shown
in Fig. 4d, which uses a high-index dielectric (refractive index: 3.5, w = 300 nm)
instead of gold. The continuity of the displacement field leads to an enhancement of
the electric field inside the slot, by a factor corresponding to the ratio of the permittivity
of each dielectric [86]. Incorporating a low-index, high-n2 organic dielectric in a
silicon slot can thus already significantly enhance its nonlinear optical properties [87].
Figure 4e shows that weff and vg decrease as t approaches nanometre dimensions,
and the corresponding intensity colourplot in Fig. 2f indicates that the fraction of the
field in the gap also increases. However, relative to the plasmonic slot, the associated
field enhancements are orders of magnitude weaker. The extremely low loss of such
structures still makes them very attractive for nonlinear applications, but also demand
millimetre-scale propagation lengths under typical experimental conditions [87].

2.2 Hybrid plasmonic waveguides

The final relevant structure to consider is the so-called hybrid plasmonic waveguide
(HPWG) [88–90], shown in the schematic of Fig. 4g: it is formed by a metal struc-
ture adjacent to a high-index dielectric, separated by a low-index spacer. This device
exhibits properties that are akin to both plasmonic- and dielectric-slot waveguides,
retaining some advantages of each when decreasing spacer thickness t . For example,
while it possesses a low effective width (here achieving a minimum weff = λ/30, see
Fig. 4h), its group velocity does not change as significantly. However, it possesses
lower linear losses than the plasmonic slot waveguide, by about one order of mag-
nitude. A colourplot of the field intensity as a function of spacer thickness, shown
in Fig. 4i, reveals that much of thie field is in the sub-wavelength low-index spacer.
The combination of low losses and large confinement thus makes them candidates for
enhancing the nonlinearity of optical waveguides [91].

A “jungle” of plasmonic waveguides

So far we have assumed 1D waveguides and 2D propagation; in practice, any waveg-
uidewill have a 2Dmode profile and propagate in 3D.As a simple example, cylindrical
wires support modes which can be also described by an analytic transcendental equa-
tion [92], and the SR- and LR-SPPmodes are the radially polarized (TM0) and linearly
polarized (HE1)modes respectively, each possessing similar properties to those shown
in Fig. 3a–f. More complicated profiles demand full calculations [92]. Owing to the
large number of associated dimensional and rotational degrees of freedom, there is a
vast “jungle” of reported 2Dplasmonicwaveguide designs, including so-calledwedge-
[93], channel- [94], gap- [83], and dielectric-loaded [95] plasmonic waveguides, to
name a few. All such waveguides form a library of PIC-compatible structures provid-
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Fig. 5 Representative 2D modes
supported by plasmonic
waveguides with sub-wavelength
spatial features. These include a
radially polarized (TM0)
SR-SPPs b linearly polarized
(HE1) LR-SPPs on cylindrical
nanowires [92], c aperture
modes [92], d gap plasmons [83]
e dielectric-loaded plasmons
[95] and f their long-range
equivalent [96,97]. Also shown
are the modes of g a hybrid- [89]
h channel- [94] and i wedge-
[93] plasmonic waveguides. D
dielectric, L lower-index
dielectric. A air, M metal.
Calculations performed by the
Author

ing omnidirectional field enhancements via their sub-diffraction modes, which in turn
strongly depend on the spatial distribution of the higher- and lower-index dielectrics,
spacers, and metals involved. A summary figure of commonly reported plasmonic
structures and associated modes is shown in Fig. 5. We refer the reader to Ref. [56]
for an example review of the linear-modal properties of 2D plasmonic waveguides.

3 Nonlinear optics in lossy media

Having presented the fundamental linear properties of plasmonic waveguides, we now
discuss their nonlinear properties,which began attracting increased attention starting in
the 1980s [98,99].Wefirst review some relevant theoretical tools and results, and begin
considering the simple textbook case [31,51] of a homogeneous, isotropic material,
which responds to a scalar electromagnetic field E via a polarization

P = ε0

[
χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + . . .

]
, (2)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and χ(n) is the material’s n-th order electric
susceptibility. More generally, this expression can contain E oscillating at different
frequencies ωi to produce a polarization P(ω), in which case χ(n) depends on the
frequencies involved. Since electric and polarization fields are most generally vectors,
χ(n) are generally tensors. Linear optical processes (e.g, refraction and absorption)
are described by the χ(1) term in Eq. (2) alone, valid for small field amplitudes, and
involving one frequency at a time. Optical processes at larger field amplitudes can
only be described by including higher-order terms, which result in more complicated
interactions involving multiple frequencies. χ(2) is responsible for several important
effects such as second harmonic generation (SHG), optical rectification (OR), and
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sum/difference frequency generation (SFG/DFG);χ(3) can give rise to evenmore non-
linear processes, but themost commonly considered are theKerr effect, third-harmonic
generation (THG), four-wave-mixing (FWM), self-phasemodulation (SPM).All these
effects are described in great detail in several textbooks [31,80] and reviews [51,54].

Since χ(2) nonlinear processes are prohibited in centro-symmetric structures, in
the context of plasmonic waveguides they most commonly occur at metal/dielectric
interfaces where centro-symmetries are trivially broken [100], although many plas-
monic waveguide designs also include non-centrosymmetric structures adjacent to
the metal [19,101]. In contrast, all materials have non-zero third-order susceptibility,
making χ(3) effects always relevant at high intensities. The most important third-order
nonlinear process is arguably the Kerr effect, which is responsible for the nonlinear
polarization at the incoming frequency. We now consider it in some detail, with par-
ticular attention to hybrid waveguide structures containing lossy materials.

3.1 The nonlinear Kerr coefficient

A plane wave with wavenumber k = nk0 propagating in a bulk medium with complex
refractive index n, induces a nonlinear refractive index change in the medium at high
intensity I . The nonlinear refractive index n2 quantifies the change in refractive index
per unit intensity:

n = n0 + Δn(I ) = n0 + n2 I , (3)

where n0 = lim I→0 n is the linear refractive index. For bulk lossy materials, n2 is
related to χ(3) via [31,102]

n2 = 3χ(3)

4n0�e(n0)ε0c
, (4)

and is most commonly measured using the z-scan technique [103].
With knowledge of materials’ n0 and n2, we now consider multi-material waveg-

uides that support modes with propagation constant β = neffk0 and power P . In this
case, the change in propagation constant is quantified by a nonlinear coefficient γ via

β = β0 + Δβ = β0 + γ P, (5)

where β0 = limP→0 β is the linear propagation constant.
The parameter γ is required to simulate high-intensity light propagation in waveg-

uides using a nonlinear equation (NLE) [80]. In the simple case of extremely lossy
waveguides with short, wavelength-scale propagation distances, the NLE is given by

∂A

∂z
+ α0

2
A = iγ |A|2E, (6)

where α0 = 2�m(β0) is the linear absorption coefficient of the waveguide, and A is
a field amplitude. Note that γ is a complex number—its real part is associated with
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k = nk0

β = neffk0

zy
x

(a) (b)n = n0 + n2I β = β0 + γP

Fig. 6 Concept schematic of the nonlinear refractive index n2 and nonlinear coefficient γ . a Bulk medium
with linear refractive index n0 and nonlinear refractive index n2. A plane wave of intensity I changes the
refractive index by n2 I , following Eq. (4). b Waveguide composed of arbitrary lossy media supporting a
mode with a linear propagation constant β0, power P , and electric- and magnetic-vector fields {e, h}. The
propagation constant changes by γ P following Eq. (7). Note that χ(3) is a function of transverse position

the nonlinear phase shift, and its imaginary part is associated with optical limiting or
saturable absorption. Generalizations of Eq. (6) may contain additional nonlinear or
dispersive effects [36], and can be extended to describe extended coupled pump, signal,
and idler fields [82]. Equation (6) can also be generalized to include the transverse
field dependence [104], which is necessary to describe plasmon-solitons whose spatio-
temporal profile does not change with z even in a transversely infinite medium due to
self-focusing effects [85].

Parameters n2 and γ are analogous in that their real parts give the nonlinear phase
shift and their imaginary parts give rise to optical limiting or saturable absorption,
depending on sign. Calculating γ is generally difficult, especially in waveguides
formed by multiple, high-index materials that induce optical losses. In the simple case
of low-loss single mode optical fibers with low index contrasts, which possess similar
n2 in the core and cladding and support scalar modes, γ = k0n2/Aeff where Aeff is
an effective mode area [36]. Until recently, it remained unclear which of the many
expressions for γ [105–109] were valid for hybrid waveguides formed by extremely
lossy materials. Following a systematic analysis and comparison with full numerical
calculations, the most general expression for γ was ultimately established to be [110]

γ = 3ωε0

4�e
[∫ ∞

−∞(e × h∗) · ẑ dxdy]
∫ ∞
−∞ χ(3)(x, y)|e|2 (

e · e − 2e2z
)
dxdy∫ ∞

−∞(e × h) · ẑ dxdy , (7)

where e, h are electric- and magnetic-modal fields respectively, ω is the angular
frequency, ẑ points in the propagation direction, and the xy plane is transverse. Equa-
tion (7) was independently obtained by Im et al. [111] and Li et al. [109], and although
it appears complicated, it can be immediately calculated using any linear mode solver,
requiring only knowledge of the linear- and nonlinear- properties of an arbitrary wave-
guide’s constituent materials.
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Fig. 7 Schematic comparing perturbative and non-perturbative approaches. a In the linear regime, β is
constant and γ = 0. In the nonlinear regime, P increases the propagation constant by γ P . b In perturbative
treatments, the nonlinear permittivity changes but the mode profile is assumed not to and γ is constant. c
In non-perturbative treatments γ depends on P . Orange line: intensity. Adapted from Ref. [110]

Equation (7) reduces to Eq. (39) in Ref. [108], valid for arbitrary lossless waveg-
uides, and can factorized in terms of more physically intuitive properties [77,79]. This
factorization is not unique: one choice, shown to be valid for lossless waveguides, is
given by [91]

γ = k0

(
c

vg

)2
χ(3)

Aeff
, (8)

where χ(3) is the average of nonlinear susceptibility over the constitutive materials,
weighted by the magnitude of the electric field. The definition of effective area Aeff is
also not unique [79]: one frequently used choice is given by the area of longitudinal
power flow [108]

Aeff = | ∫ ∞
∞ (e × h∗) · ẑ dxdy|2∫ ∞

∞ (|e × h∗|2) · ẑ dxdy . (9)

The factorization of Eq. (8) provides valuable physical intuition: vg enhances the
transverse electric field due to slow-light effects, and Aeff gives rise to longitudi-
nal field enhancement. Both can drive nonlinear changes in the refractive index of
the waveguide’s constituent materials, modifying the propagation constant. A similar
factorization was recently shown to provide useful insights even for extremely lossy
plasmonic waveguides [77]. With the factorization of Eq. (8), we can go back and
estimate that the SR-SPP and MDM structures of Figs. 3b and 4b would possess the
largest γ amongst the structures considered in Sect. 2, although material properties
also play an important role via χ(3).

Note that both Eqs. (4) and (7) consider nonlinear changes in the refractive index to
be small perturbations, so that the propagation constant of the mode changes but the
fields do not, as illustrated in the schematics of Fig. 7a, b. For large relative nonlinear
index changes, non-perturbative approaches are necessary [112], which account for
changes in both the optical medium and the modal profile [113] as illustrated in the
schematic of Fig. 7c. This results in a power-dependent γ [110,113–115]. This compli-
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Fig. 8 Complex nonlinear susceptibility χ(3) of gold a as a function of wavelength [105] and b plotted in
the complex plane [110]. c Associated gold n2 [Eq. (4)] plotted in the complex plane. d Associated SPP
γ [Eq. (7)] plotted in the complex plane. Note the scaling and rotation of gold n2 and SPP γ with respect
to gold’s χ(3). Colourbar represents wavelength. a is adapted from Ref. [105] under a creative commons
license (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0)

cated nonlinear problem can be addressed by numerically iterating a series of simple
linear problems [114]: the calculated linear mode at a given power changes the local
refractive index, resulting in a graded index profile supporting a new mode, which is
then calculated. This process can be iterated until the propagation constant converges,
although this is not guaranteed. The change in propagation constant Δβ(P) is linear
only at low powers as shown in Fig. 7c, and the nonlinear coefficient of Eq. (7) is given
by γ = limP→0 dβ/dP . At sufficiently high powers, local changes in the materials’
refractive index can be strong enough to induce modal bifurcations, for example in
nonlinear plasmonic slot waveguides [116,117]. Non-perturbative approaches have
recently emerged to interpret experiments in so-called epsilon-near-zero materials
[112], which exhibit extremely large nonlinear refractive index changes [118] and are
increasingly relevant for ultra-compact nonlinear devices applications [77,119]—see
also Sect. 4. Unless otherwise stated, all present discussions relate to non-perturbative
conditions.

3.2 Relating �(3) and �: a complexmatter

The relationship between complex n2 and complex χ(3) for bulk media has some
interesting and counter-intuitive consequences [120]. To illustrate this, we consider
theχ(3) dispersion for gold, theoretically considered inRef. [105] and shown inFig. 8a.
The wavelength dependence of χ(3) can also be represented in the complex plane as
shown in Fig. 8b. Equation (4) then indicates a rotation of n2 with respect to χ(3) in
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the complex plane, as shown in Fig 8c. The analytical relation between γ and χ(3) for
arbitrary plasmonic waveguides is not so simple, although for the case of a SPP γ can
be calculated analytically [110], and is shown graphically in Fig. 8d.

In waveguides with no linear loss, i.e. when the linear permittivity is purely real,
the real part of γ is proportional to �e

[
χ(3)

]
and the nonlinear absorption is pro-

portional to �m [
χ(3)

]
. However, this proportionality fails for lossy waveguides, i.e.

when the linear permittivity is complex. Indeed, note that γ can be purely real, cor-
responding only to a nonlinear phase shift and no nonlinear absorption, even when
both real and imaginary parts of χ(3) are negative. Similarly, γ can be purely imag-
inary, i.e. only nonlinear absorption and no nonlinear phase shift, even when both
real and imaginary parts of χ(3) are positive. Figure 8 also demonstrates that there
is no straightforward correlation between the complex phase of γ and that of χ(3),
and that the full complex nature of both the linear and nonlinear quantities plays
an important role both in bulk metals [102,120,121] and in plasmonic waveguides
[110,111].

3.3 Figures of merit of Kerr nonlinear performance

With knowledge in hand of both linear losses and nonlinear coefficients, we now
consider the nonlinear performance of Kerr plasmonic waveguides, and discuss how
figures of merit can guide their designs. Since attenuation lengths in plasmonic wave-
guides are quite short—typically a few wavelengths, see for example Fig. 3a—phase
matching (PM) is not as crucial as for low-loss systems. This can be understood by
examining Fig. 9, which schematically illustrates how much nonlinear power PNL is
generated by a driving pump under different conditions. Phase matching (blue curve)
leads to the phase fronts of the pump- and nonlinear-fields to advance synchronously,
and the nonlinear fields to addup coherently uponpropagation, conservingmomentum.
PM is crucial in for the efficient build-up of nonlinear power over optically long
distances, because the nonlinear response of dielectric materials is weak, and high
conversion efficiencies require careful design [31]. In the absence of phase matching
(red curve), the resulting nonlinear fields can have different relative phases during
propagation, which limits the amount of nonlinear power produced. In extremely lossy
plasmonic systems, absorption has the effect of both reducing pump power at long
lengths (preventing nonlinear light generation), and attenuating the intensity of the
generated nonlinear signal (removing the generated signal). In this scenario, the phase
matching requirement is moot, since at long lengths loss is the dominant mechanism
limiting nonlinear effects. This is more quantitatively highlighted by full calculations
of conversion efficiencies for the specific case of near-degenerate four wave mixing
in the lossless- and lossy-case, shown in Fig. 9b, c respectively [82].

An important quantity to consider in Kerr nonlinear waveguides is the nonlinear
phase shift ΔφNL(t), induced by changes in the propagation constant at high powers,
as described by Eq. (5). In the case of a temporally varying ultrashort optical pulse of
power P(t) centered around a frequency ω0 propagating inside a lossy medium, the
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Fig. 9 a Schematic showing the power generated by nonlinear effects PNL as a function of propagation
length L at different regimes: phase-matched lossless systems yield increasing PNL; non-phase matched
lossless systems exhibit oscillating PNL; in lossless systems, PNL peaks at short lengths. Also shown
are example calculations of the near-degenerate four wave mixing conversion efficiency η b for lossless
systems and c for lossy systems, showing a peak conversion at LOPT = ln(3) · Latt . b and c are adapted
with permission from Ref. [82]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society

nonlinear phase shift is given by [122]

φNL(t) = γR

2γI
ln (1 + 2γI P(t)Leff), (10)

where γ = γR + iγI can be calculated from Eq. (7), Leff = Latt[1 − exp(−α0L)] is
the effective length, and Latt = 1/α0. In the absence of loss, this reverts to the familiar
form [80]

φNL = γ PL. (11)

Equation (10) leads, for example, to the nonlinear generation of new frequencies via
self-phase modulation through ω(t) = ω0 + dφNL(t)/dt [80]. The effectiveness of a
nonlinear waveguide is commonly quantified by a figure of merit (FOM), chosen to
compare the performance of different systems. A commonly used FOM isF = γ Latt
[123], which roughly computes the inverse power required to obtain one radian of
phase shift over one attenuation length.

Note that Eq. (11) deceptively suggests that the nonlinear effects increase indef-
initely with power; a more complete analysis should account for material damage
effects at high powers. To illustrate this, Fig. 10a shows a schematic summary of the
achievable nonlinear phase shift in a bulk material and a waveguide containing it. The
blue curve shows an initial linear increase in the nonlinear phase shift with driving
power following Eq. (11), reaching a maximum before material damage, associated
with a maximum nonlinear index change Δnmax. The red curve shows the equivalent
effect in a nonlinear waveguide: the slope, given by γ , can be much larger than its bulk
counterpart due to the omnidirectional field enhancements discussed. However, this
is accompanied by a lower damage threshold. This effect is general, but particularly
severe in plasmonic waveguides due to the potential presence of localized “hot spots”
at the metal surface (see for example Fig. 5i). To account for this, Li et al. proposed
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Fig. 10 a Schematic of the nonlinear phase shift per unit length ΔφNL/L versus driving power P for bulk
material (blue), and for a waveguide (red). Both show an initial linear increase with slope k0n2/A0, and γ ,
respectively (A0: beam area). Maximum nonlinear effects are limited by optical damage, associated with a
maximum available refractive index change Δnmax. Adapted with permission from Ref. [125]. Copyright
(2018) American Chemical Society. b Nonlinear plasmonic circuits provide strong nonlinear interactions
in small volumes, at the cost of propagation losses. In an optimized scheme, a dielectric waveguide strongly
couples to a plasmonic WG, interacting with a nonlinear medium in a sub-wavelength mode and over
approximately one attenuation length, before being coupled back into the dielectric waveguide. The light
is coupled over an intermediate region (green), limiting losses to regions near the nonlinear medium (red)
where nonlinear effects are strongest (green). Adapted with permission from Ref. [126], Copyright (2007)
Springer Nature

the figure of merit [82]

F = γ P0,th Latt, (12)

where P0,th is the maximum power supported by the mode before damage occurs,
and can be estimated from modal calculations of the electric fields around plasmonic
hot-spots, combined with experimental measurements of material damage thresholds
[124].

Once the above FOM is known, Li et al. showed that the maximum achievable
nonlinear phase shift is given by ΔΦmax

NL = 2F 2/3, at an optimum device length
LOPT = ln3·Latt ≈ 1.1Latt. For the specific case of nearly-degenerate four-wavemix-
ing [127], this corresponds to a signal-to-idler conversion efficiency of η = 4F 2/27.
An illustrative full calculation comparing lossless and lossy waveguides, originally
presented in Ref. [82], is shown in Fig. 9b, c. Subsequent work [125] proposed the
concept “nonlinear effectiveness”, which quantifies a mode’s capacity to use a cer-
tain material’s maximum nonlinearity: it was shown that this requires a strong electric
energy confinement, and broadband slow light effects. A comprehensive compari-
son of several material and geometry combinations suggested that MDM structures
perform best for compact efficient nonlinear optics [128].

We are now in a position to discuss typical recent experimental configurations for
on-chip nonlinear plasmonics, illustrated in the Fig. 10b schematic: light from a linear
dielectric waveguide is coupled into a subwavelength plasmonic region containing a
highly nonlinearmaterial.Here, the intense fields provide nonlinear optical effects over
∼ Latt, and the resulting nonlinear light is out-coupled into the dielectric waveguide.
In such a way, low-power and low-footprint nonlinear effects are concentrated to
a dedicated region, and losses are minimized. It is thus worthwhile reflecting on the
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requirements for achieving the largeF in Eq. (12) in the context of plasmonic systems.
Since Latt is typically of the order of a fewwavelengths, one can compensate the small
propagation loss with a large γ or using a higher power. However, the omnidirectional
field enhancement producing a large γ for a certain χ(3) lowers the damage threshold
P0,th . Moreso than for all-dielectric devices which can accumulate nonlinear effects
using longer lengths, plasmonic nonlinear devices crucially require both a large χ(3)

and a high damage threshold. If used in hybrid structures, they should also posses a
lower refractive index than the adjacent semiconductor, and ideally be compatible with
industrially scalable fabrication. Recent experiments have shown compact nonlinear
functions using commercially available polymers such as JRD1 [19] and MEH-PPV
[127], (possessing a large χ(2) and χ(3), respectively), spin coated on a number of
hybrid MDM waveguides on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform (see also Sects. 4
and 5).

Wenote that an early theoretical analysis [129] came to the conclusion that nonlinear
plasmonics was not well suited for applications requiring high conversion efficiency
(e.g., all-optical switching and frequency conversion), since the maximum achievable
nonlinear phase shift was calculated to be at most 0.1 rad, with nonlinear conversion
efficiencies of order −30dB, assuming that the maximum achievable index change
was 1%. Applications which do not require high conversion efficiencies, such as non-
linear sensing and imaging which benefit from smaller mode volumes, were seen as
more suitable. Recent developments in device designs have shown MDM plasmonic
structures with−13dBFWMconversion efficiency [130] over wavelength-scale prop-
agation, and epsilon-near zero materials with nonlinear refractive index changes of
170% [118].

3.4 Material considerations

Due to the hybrid nature of nonlinear plasmonic waveguides, it is also important to
consider how each constituent material contributes to the total γ . We may re-write
Eq. (7) as γ = ∑

m γm , where γm is the contribution of a material m with nonlinear

susceptibility χ
(3)
m to the total γ of a mode. The ratio γm/χ

(3)
m thus quantifies the

degree of concentration of light to a particular medium for that mode. Figure 11a
shows γm/χ

(3)
m for each material of the HPWG geometry considered in Fig. 4g as

a function of the gap thickness t . Note that for large values of t , the larger ratio is
in the underlying dielectric waveguide; for smaller t , the ratio is largest in the sub-
wavelength spacer. Overall, the degree of concentration of light in the metal is always
orders of magnitude less: this motivated early theoretical investigations to neglect the
metal’s contribution to the total nonlinear response in similar systems [116].

Calculating γm , i.e., each material’s contribution to the total γ , shown in Fig. 11b,
paints a different picture: since air has a χ(3) that is seven orders of magnitude smaller
than that of silicon [31], its contribution to γ is negligible. On the other hand, gold’s
χ(3) is orders of magnitude larger, so that its contribution approaches that of silicon for
smaller separations as the field overlap with gold increases. Overall however, silicon
is the dominant contributor to the total γ for this particular HPWG configuration.
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Fig. 11 a Calculated |γm/χ
(3)
m | and b |γm | for each material m as labelled, in the case of the fundamental

mode of a HPWG with an air spacer. For small t , the field is mainly confined in the air spacer, but silicon is

the dominant contributor to γ . The associated attenuation length is shown in Fig. 4g. c Calculated γm/χ
(3)
m

and d |γm | for a HPWG with a DDMEBT spacer. The large field fraction in the spacer, combined with
the large χ(3) of DDMEBT, produces an enhanced overall γ . Inset in d: associated attenuation length. e
Mapping of the nonlinear response for the SPP at a gold/dielectric (Au/d) interface assuming gold and
different dielectrics as indicated. Contour plot of the figure of merit ρ as defined in Eq. (5) of Ref. [131], as

a function of χ
(3)
m /χ

(3)
d and εd . Adapted with permission from Ref. [131], Copyright The Optical Society.

See Table 1 for material parameters used

Including a material with a large χ(3) inside the spacer (e.g., DDMEBT [72]) can
dramatically increase the total γ , as shown in Fig. 11c, d: for subwavelength t , the large
field fraction in the spacer, in unison with its large χ(3), dominates the contribution
to the total γ , enhancing the performance of the underlying waveguide by at least
an order of magnitude. Table 1 shows the linear and nonlinear parameters used. For
equivalent calculations in 2D waveguides, see for example Ref. [91].

Beyond this illustrative example, the relative contributions to the total nonlinear
response will depend on the materials’ permittivities, susceptibilities, and geometric
parameters. Such relationships were rigorously addressed by Baron et al. [131] for the
simple case of a semi-infinite metal/dielectric SPP, where modes have an analytical
form. To identify whether the metal- or the dielectric-contributions dominate, a figure
of merit ρ was proposed and shown in Fig. 11e. Here, ρ depends on both the ratio
of metal/dielectric permittivites, nonlinear susceptibilites, as well as intrinsic modal
characteristics: ρ < 0 indicates that dielectric dominates the nonlinear response,
whereas for ρ > 0 the gold dominates. Overall, low-index and low-susceptibility
configurations (e.g., air, silica, and aluminum oxide) are metal-dominated; oth-
erwise, the large fields at the metal surface enhance the dielectric’s nonlinear
response.
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Table 1 Linear and nonlinear parameters of materials considered in simulations shown in Fig. 11, modified
and expanded from Ref. [131] with additional materials that are relevant for hybrid plasmonics devices,
such as the molecule DDMEBT, the polymer MEH-PPV, and monolayer (2D) MoS2

Material n = √
ε χ(3) m2/V2 × 10−19 wavelength (µm) References

Air 1.0006 1.7 × 10−6 – [31]

SiO2 1.45 0.0025 1.3 [31,132]

Si 3.5 1 + 0.3i (Fig. 11a) 1.55 [133]

25 + 0.0039i (Fig. 11b) [134]

DDMEBT 1.8 2 1.5 [72]

MEH-PPV 1.65 4.3 + 0.1i 1.5 [127,135]

Au 0.57 + 9.7i 800 + 250i (Fig. 11a) 1.55 [105]

4.67 + 3.03i (Fig. 11b) 0.8 [136]

Al2O3 1.8 0.0031 1.06 [137]

GaAs 3.5 24 + 48i 1.55 [138]

TiO2 2.48 0.21 1.06 [31]

Bi2O3 2.5 0.24 1.5 [32]

As2Se3 2.4 4.1 + 0.56i 1.5 [32]

4BCMU 1.56 −1.3 + 0.55i 1.06 [31]

MoS2 (2D) 5.0 2.4 1.0, 1.55 [139,140]

3.5 Other nonlinear effects

Harmonics generation

In the case of second- and third-harmonic generation, and non-degenerate four wave
mixing, developing general analytic guidelines for optimal device length and maxi-
mum conversion efficiencies is more challenging. In such cases, designs are highly
dependent on the mode overlap profiles and losses of the participating the pump- and
harmonic-modes, which can be vastly different, and thus require analyses on a case-
by-case basis. To quote a few examples, a theoretical study [141] of second-harmonic
generation in a χ(2)-polymer plasmonic-nanoslot structure at 1550nm predicted max-
imum conversion efficiency η ∼ 10−4 after propagating a length corresponding to the
attenuation length (∼ 20µm). A HPWG using a χ(2) material as the waveguide [142]
or spacer [143] can yield a higher conversion efficiency (up to ∼ 8%), at the cost of a
longer propagation length (> 100µm). Similar conclusions can be drawn from THG
via χ(3) effects [144].

Optical limiting and saturable absorption

In bulkmedia, the transmittedpower is associatedwith�m(n2) as perEq. (4); inwaveg-
uides, it is due to �m(γ ) as per Eq. (7) via Eq. (6). In lossless systems, �m[χ(3)],
�m(n2) and �m(γ ) all have the same sign. In plasmonic systems, which possess
complex propagation constants, these quantities can have either a positive or nega-
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Fig. 12 Simulated
two-dimensional electric field of
the sub-THz field confinement
(left) and optical plasmonic
mode (right)containing a
dielectric, showing high modal
overlap and enhanced nonlinear
interactions between frequencies
that differ by five orders of
magnitude. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [150].
Copyright (2015) American
Chemical Society
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tive value, leading to a reduction- or increase-in the transmission at high intensities
(i.e., optical limiting and saturable absorption (SA), respectively). Although nonlinear
absorption is commonly seen as a limiting factor to nonlinear optical devices [122], it
can be harnessed in nonlinear plasmonic devices in the context of “active plasmonics”
[145], whereby changes in the absorption properties close to the metal/dielectric inter-
face, driven by an external signal, can modulate the plasmonic mode, most recently
shown to provide a means of providing low-power all-optical switching by integrating
graphene on a MDM slot [146]. Nonlinear absorption effects in metals are strongly
dependent on the pulse duration of the incoming light, even at constant wavelength.
This pulse-length dependent absorption has been measured in detail for gold [147],
and is due to the complex electron dynamics induced by an incoming optical pulse,
although this effect is weaker away from the interband region in the near-infrared
[148]—see Ref. [102] and Ref. [149] for related experimental and theoretical reviews.

The Pockels effect

We have so far considered the Kerr nonlinearity—whereby changes in the refrac-
tive index are proportional to quadratic fields (i.e., the intensity)—as a representative
degenerate case when considering nonlinear plasmonics in chip-compatible struc-
tures. The above discussion, and much of the underlying physics, can be extended
to linear electro-optics (EO) effects, i.e., the Pockels effect, whereby changes in the
refractive index are proportional to linear fields via χ(2). Most notably, a metal nano-
slot containing a χ(2) medium leads to a strong nano-scale Pockels effects via large
modal overlap between the short-wavelength optical fields EOF and long-wavelength
fields ERF, as shown in Fig. 12 [150]. As a result, such fields efficiently interact via the
underlying nonlinearmedium: the propagation constant of the optical field changes via
Δneff ∝ ∫

χ(2)ERFEOF2dxdy [151]—while this mode overlap is small in dielectric
waveguides, it can be large in plasmonic structures, leading to more compact electro-
optic devices operating at low powers [152,153]. Here the effective index change of
the optical mode is given by [151]

Δβ = k0Δneff = 1

2
n20r33Γ nsE, (13)
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where r33 is the electro-optic coefficient [31], and where Γ and ns are a optical
mode-dependent field-power interaction factor and a slow-down factor, respectively,
defined in Ref. [151]. Equation (13) assumes that the dominant nonlinear effects
occur in the slot, in a non-perturbative regime, and neglects losses, but it demonstrates
how nonlinear plasmonics effects are enhanced via the same physical mechanisms
underpinning the heuristic formula of Eq. (8). The most commonly used electro-optic
material is LiNbO3 [101], and organic electro-optic (OEO) materials have recently
been developed and included in dielectric-plasmonic devices [19], for field sensing
at GHz and THz frequencies [150] and electro-optic data modulation with extremely
low footprints (∼ 2.4 Tb/s/mm2 [154]).

4 Nonlinear experiments with plasmonic waveguides

With the widespread use of commercially available numerical solvers (e.g., finite ele-
ment, finite-difference time domain, and beampropagation techniques, to name a few),
plasmonic waveguide structures have been the focus of a large number of numerical
studies.Many nonlinear plasmonics experiments consider planar substrates containing
metal nanostructured arrays [53], whose linearly and nonlinearly coupled modes are
typically excited through external, diffraction limited illumination. The waveguide-
equivalent version of such structures often rely on placing such nano-antennas on top of
[59,155] or at the endface of [156] a waveguide. More efficient nano-coupling requires
careful design [69,157], and such structures often requiremultiple fabrication steps that
demand nanometre-precision alignment [55]. Early nonlinear plasmonic waveguides
tended to relativelyweak nonlinear responses and, being a fewwavelengths long, char-
acterizing them was challenging, often requiring sensitive measurements [158]. We
now provide an introductory overview of nonlinear experiments in plasmonic waveg-
uides. We first consider wave-guiding structures formed by a single metal/dielectric
interfaces to achieve their nonlinear function, before moving to hybrid systems. The
nonlinear effects considered are due to guided surface plasmons that are compatible
with photonic circuitry, although most experiments rely on free-space excitation.

4.1 Surface plasmon polaritons

The pioneering experimental work on nonlinear plasmonics can be traced back to the
1970s with the first observation of second harmonic generation by exciting SPPs on
a bulk silver film [159], measuring more than an order-of-magnitude enhancement in
SHG emerging from propagating plasmon excitation, when compared to front-surface
reflection. Later fundamental studies used a wavevector-space spectroscopy technique
to observe this process in more detail [160], directly measuring the annihilation of two
surface plasmons and creation of second-harmonic photons.

The first device-driven nonlinear plasmonics experiments targeted nonlinear
switching: in first instance, this can be achieved by inducing nonlinear changes in
the dielectric permittivity εm at the metal’s surface, which alters the propagation con-
stant in Eq. (5) and thus modulates SPP excitation on the time scales of the material’s
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Fig. 13 “Active plasmoncs” experiment summary. a Schematic illustrating a signal beam exciting and
collecting SPPs at an aluminium–silica interface via gratings. b The change in the SPP coupling properties
and the induced absorption contribute to modulating the transmitted signal at ∼ 200 fs timescales. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [145], Copyright (2009) Springer Nature

response. Early experiments with metal/semiconductor waveguides used aluminium
grating structures adjacent to silicon, and showed high-contrast switching operation
[161], but operated near silicon’s absorption edge atλ = 1.064µm,where the response
is dominated by free-carrier generation and lattice heating, which is in the nanosecond
to millisecond range.

Ultrafast nonlinear modulation enabled by plasmonics started emerging from the
mid-2000s. In one notable experiment [145], summarized in Fig. 13, the transmis-
sion of ultrafast surface plasmon polariton pulses propagating on an aluminium/silica
interface could be modulated by an external probe, with response times of ∼ 200 fs.
This was enabled by operating at the absorption peak of aluminium (λ = 780 nm),
where changes in the real- and imaginary-parts of its permittivity were due to ultrafast
interband transitions. In particular, these were due to nonlinear changes at the metal
surface, and occurred only for a polarization parallel to the propagation direction; a
slower, thermally-driven polarization-independent response was also identified.

Rich nonlinear electron dynamics at metal surfaces can also lead to the external
excitation of surface plasmon polaritons directly on a gold film—typically disallowed
due to lack of phase-matching between plasmonic- and free-space beams—via the
formation of an effective “nonlinear grating” [162]. Nonlinear plasmonic modulation
can alternatively be addressed via nonlinear changes in the permittivity of the adjacent
dielectric: typically, gold/silicon bulk SPPs [163] and gold/polymer waveguide SPPs
[164] enable modulation speeds of 0.1–1ms.

Related studies explored plasmonic coupling due to the nonlinear interactions
between modes of different harmonics in plasmonic films. Palomba et al. experi-
mentally demonstrated the nonlinear excitation of surface plasmons at λ = 613 nm
via four-wave mixing of ultrashort infrared in a Kretschmann configuration [165].
These fundamental results, which highlight the potential for nonlinear manipulation
of surface plasmons, highlighted how important surface effects are: despite the fact
that gold possesses a bulk χ(3), the surface χ(3) at the gold/dielectric interface was the
dominant nonlinear source. Subsequent experiments on the same structure measured
three distinct four-wave mixing effects, including nonlinear reflection off the gold
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Fig. 14 Nonlinear absorption measurements in SPP waveguides. a Kretschmann measurement: reflectance
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Inset: Zoom-in of the Kretschmann dip, and experimental setup. Adapted with permission from Ref. [136]
(Copyright TheOptical Society).bGrating couplingmeasurement. Top left:Micrograph of a SPPwaveguide
(d = 40μm) and its grating couplers. Bottom left: the same waveguide illuminated by a laser spot on the
left grating, showing transmission on the right grating. Right: measured average power transmitted by the
SPP as a function of input power for varying waveguide lengths d, showing optical limiting. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [169], Copyright (2015) by the American Physical Society

surface, the excitation of evanescent fields, as well as the excitation of the nonlinear
surface plasmon [166]. The nonlinear conversion was later improved by nanostruc-
turing the gold surfaces, where local field enhancements improved the conversion
efficiency with respect to a smooth film by a factor of ∼ 25 [167]–2000 [168] times.
These pioneering studies showed novel chip-compatible excitation mechanisms as a
result of the large nonlinearities at gold surfaces, driven by large local intensities.

A series of subsequent experiments investigated the intrinsicχ(3) of gold by probing
the nonlinear “self-action” effects of SPPs, whereby a SPP modifies its own prop-
agation characteristics. De Leon et al. [136] investigated intensity-dependent SPP
propagation on a gold film, and used it to obtain the complex χ(3) experimentally
(this is challenging, and most experiments estimate its magnitude [102]). The authors
measured a power-dependent reflection spectra of the Kretschmann configuration
as shown in Fig. 14a; a nonlinear transfer matrix model was then used to obtain
χ(3) = 4.67× i3.03 as a single fitting parameter at λ = 800 nm. A review by the same
authors [102] found that measured values of χ(3) of gold can vary by several orders
of magnitude, depending on wavelength, pulse duration, or the nature of the nonlin-
ear experiment. Most strikingly, similar measurements of the nonlinear absorption of
SPPs at gold/air interfaces [169] resulted in χ(3) values which were three orders of
magnitude larger. In this case, the authors excited SPPs on a gold film using asym-
metric gratings, which also collected the light, as shown in Fig. 14b(left). χ(3) was
then deduced from systematic optical limiting measurements, also in Fig. 14b(right).
The authors attributed the apparent χ(3) discrepancy to potential differences in the
structure’s surface roughness. These examples also serve to illustrate the difficulties
in obtaining reliable and consistent nonlinear parameters for metals.
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4.2 Long-range surface plasmon polaritons

In the 1980’s, the first SHG experiments on nonlinear LR-SPPs were reported, which
sought to observe some of the emerging theoretical predictions [171], and first inves-
tigated the trade-off between confinement and propagating distance. For example, in
1983 Quail et al. [172] showed that the field excitation on both surfaces of the film
leads to a two-order of magnitude improvement in harmonic generation compared to
an equivalent bulk film.

Experiments targeting the χ(3) response of gold via nonlinear absorption of LR-
SPPs on both thin metal films [106,173] and metal nanowires [170] were recently
performed. In this case, nonlinear effects were measured after mm- and cm-scale
propagation distances. Lysenko et al. measured nonlinear absorption of plasmonic
modes in waveguides formed by gold nanofilms of different thickness (22-35nm)
surrounded by bulk SiO2 and Ta2O5 nanolayers. The authors measured a thickness-
dependent nonlinear absorption induced by 200 fs pulses at 1064nm (Fig. 15a), and
developed a nonlinearwave equation that generalizesEq. (6) to include gold’s temporal
response, which accounted for non-instantaneous contributions from free electrons.
Their model indicated that χ(3) nearly doubles as the film thickness is halved. The
authors suggested that these changes inχ(3) are due to increased collisions of electrons
in thin gold layers. Such quantum size effects are significant for thinner metal layers:
for example, Qian et al. [174] showed more than a radian nonlinear phase shift for a
bulk 3nm gold film under similar conditions.

Tuniz et al. observed nonlinear absorption of long-range plasmons on gold
nanowires (diameter: 100nm) integrated within the core of a step-index silica fiber
[170], after centimetre-scale propagation. The integration of sub-micron metal wires
in fibers [175] typically leads to wire break-up; the authors overcame this limita-
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Fig. 16 Second- and third-harmonic generation on single Au nanowires. a Schematic representation of
the experiment: a hole array is illuminated TM-polarized femtosecond pulses, (λ = 1550nm). SPPs are
adiabatically converted to SR-SPPs by reducing the width of the wire. Visible light, corresponding to
harmonics-generation, is scattered from the wire. b Typical measured spectrum showing peaks at 775nm
(SHG) and 517nm (THG). Inset: solid line power fits to the measured yield as function of power. The
slopes of 2 (red), and 3 (green) respectively confirm the required power dependence for SHG and THG.
c Wavelength dependent SHG and THG. Adapted with permission from Ref. [176]. Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society

tion by including the gold nanowire in the core of a single mode optical fiber, which
allowed to access a unique regime where the plasmonic mode was the only effectively
propagating mode, which directly interfaced with a single mode fiber. In the regions
where the wire breaks up, light was recaptured by the fiber, and then re-coupled into
the plasmonic mode at the subsequent wire junction. This approach solved the prob-
lem of detrimental wire discontinuities and fabrication imperfections along the gold
nanowires, by preventing the light from scattering away, and enabled measurements
of ultrafast nonlinear absorption (30fs pulse duration, 1560 nm wavelength). Self-
phase modulation effects, on the other hand, were dominated by the silica matrix. The
nonlinear absorption coefficient obtained was in agreement with expectations from
experimental trends [102].

4.3 Short-range surface plasmon polaritons

Experimental observations of nonlinear effects on propagating short-range surface
plasmon polaritons are uncommon, due to the short attenuation lengths (typically,
of the order of a few µm), and due to challenges in efficiently coupling to such
nanoscale modes [69]. In 2016 De Hoogh et al. [176] were the first to report nanoscale
nonlinear optics with propagating plasmonic modes on a photonic chip. They showed
both second- and third-harmonic generation due to surface- and bulk-nonlinearities
on single gold nanowires. The short-range SPPmodes were excited using a previously
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reported adiabatic taper approach [177] shown in the schematic of Fig. 16a. The authors
conclude that the measured THG and SHG, shown in Fig. 16b, c, emerge both from
the local enhancement induced by plasmonic nano-focusing before being launched
into the nanowire, and from the modes propagating on the nanowires themselves.
Note that although the pump- and harmonic-modes are not phase matched, this did
not preclude higher harmonic generation in this lossy system. More recently, Chenet
al. [178] showed that a coupled plasmonic two-wire system—formed by two 6µm-
long 100nm gold nanowires, separated by 100nm—can selectively generate both
symmetric- and anti-symmetric second-harmonic modes by judicious mixtures of the
1560nm pumpmodes, tailored via the input coupling conditions. This approach might
find use in providing additional degrees of freedom for nonlinear circuit designs, such
polarization control, waveform shaping, and selective routing.

4.4 Nanofocused surface plasmon polaritons

The appeal of plasmonics-based approaches is the ability to guide and then concentrate
light to deep subwavelength volumes, which can be achieved by tapering a waveguide
to the nanoscale, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the short-range plasmons concentrate
light in all directions, potentially within mode areas of less than (λ/100)2, and the
region in this case, the region in close proximity to the sharp tip of the taperedplasmonic
strucures gives rise to the field enhancements that further favour nonlinear processes
compared to the bulk (non-tapered) case. This approach has been shown to enhance
nonlinear processes inside the metal and in the surrounding dielectric region, with
applications in nonlinear imaging and nonlinear light generation.

In one experiment, Verhagen et al. [177] experimentally showed the enhancement
of nonlinear multi-photon processes associated with energy levels of Erbium, which
surrounded a tapered silver plasmonic waveguide pumped at 1.49µm. The measured
far-field intensity enhancement due to this nonlinear process provided evidence of
local near-field enhancements, which would otherwise be difficult to observe without
using near-field techniques. Other experiments have utilized the intensity enhance-
ments inside a hollow metal cantilever taper—as shown in Fig. 17a—to produce
high-frequency harmonics. Despite the fact that small apertures formed by perfect
conductors cut off and do not support propagating modes, Park et al. [179] harnessed
a peak increase in the field intensity near a taper’s aperture, shown in Fig. 17b, as
a result of a subtle interaction between the incoming field, and the forward- and
backward-propagating surface plasmons. The local field was enhanced by a factor
of up to 350, which the authors use to produce up to 43 harmonics of Xenon gas,
into the extreme ultraviolet (UV), pumping with near-infrared (NIR) radiation. The
experimental results showcasing these results are plotted in Fig. 17c.

Other approaches use the metal itself as the nonlinear medium, driving the nonlin-
ear processes upon tapering of the metal waveguide. Having previously demonstrated
the ability to guide arbitrary femtosecond short-range plasmons pulse to a plasmonic
nanofocus (directly revealed by SHG-assisted interferometric cross-correlation mea-
surements [181]) Raschke and collaborators [180] used four-wave mixing effects for
nonlinear imaging (apex radius: 15nm).Themeasured conversion efficiencywas 10−5,
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Fig. 17 Examples of nonlinear enhancement with guided plasmonic nanofocusing. a Cross-sectional view
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[179], Copyright (2011) Springer Nature. d Experiment schematic of nonlinear FWMof nanofocused SPPs.
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is 5nm away from a sample to be imaged via nonlinear nanomicroscopy. e Near-field FWM image of a
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which was enough to observe the plasmonic hot-spot dynamics of a separate gold sur-
face with 50nm resolution. A number of different experiments on the same geometry
revealed several intriguing nanoscale nonlinear effects, including electron emission
from the tip [182], and a nanostructure-induced enhancement of χ(3) of gold for
sharper metal tips via longitudinal field gradients [183]. These results highlight the
many opportunities provided by guided-wave nonlinear plasmonics due to localized
strong field effects, even in the face of low nonlinear conversion efficiencies. We refer
the reader toRef. [184] for a recent and comprehensive review of strong-field nonlinear
nano-optics.

4.5 Hybrid plasmonic waveguides

While the nonlinear plasmonic experiments presented so far relate to guided-wave
structures, they are one step away from being compatible with photonic integrated
circuits, where they would interface with dielectric waveguides [43,57,58,186,187].
Sederberg et al. [185] bridged silicon photonics [3] with nonlinear plasmonics, report-
ing optical third harmonic generation enhanced by plasmonics on a silicon nanowire,
as summarized in Fig. 18a. In this experiment, a gold film was deposited on top of
a silicon waveguide, shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
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Fig. 18b. Light was launched and collected via end-fire coupling, with NIR pulses
(λ = 1.55µm) driving third-harmonic generation (λ = 517 nm) in a waveguide
of length 5µm, as shown in Fig. 18c. Note the significant experimental challenges
associated with this measurement: the short attenuation length of silicon at visible
frequencies (Latt ∼ 600 nm) makes phase-matching unnecessary (see Fig. 9a). Com-
pared with a bare silicon waveguide, the THG signal from the plasmonic-enhanced
waveguide was approximately 27% stronger (as shown in Fig. 18d) in a device that
was three times shorter, resulting in a maximum conversion efficiency of 2.3× 10−5.

More recently, the high confinement and low losses of HPWGs were exploited for
compact SHG and sum frequency generation (SFG). One experiment [188] measured
a SHG conversion efficiency in a HPWG waveguide formed by CdSe (length: 5µm;
width: 360 nm) deposited on a gold film, separated by a 10 nmAl2O3 spacer, and
pumped at 800nm [188]. In this case, the dominant nonlinear effect originated from
the CdSe, and was enhanced by the excited HPWG modes. The authors selectively
coupled to the photonic- and plasmonic-modes of this multi-mode system: the latter
showed a 20-fold SHG enhancement with respect to the former, with a maximum con-
version efficiency of 4×10−5 W−1, andwith several prospects for further improvement
(e.g., higher quality gold/silver films, better nonlinear mode overlaps, and by optimiz-
ing nanowire cavity effects.) In this particular experiment, phase matching also did not
play a role due to the large loss of the second harmonic mode. A subsequent experi-
ment on an AlGaInP-based HPWG structures [189] directly measured the evolution of
second-harmonic- and sum-frequency-generation (SFG) in phase-matched ∼ 15µm
length waveguides and ∼ 1µm HPWG microresonator disks, with peak SHG con-
version efficiencies up to 2.6 × 10−6 . A comparison with all-dielectric waveguides
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showedmore than a 1000-times enhancement, and the efficiencies per unit length were
claimed to be competitive with state-of-the-art lithium niobate devices. Most notably,
a broadband SFG processes—wherein multiple combinations of phase-matched non-
linear frequencies could be addressed via a supercontinuum source—were three to five
times more efficient than SHG as a result of the lower losses of the modes involved.

Measuring Kerr nonlinearities in comparable micrometre-length waveguides is
more challenging, since the phase shifts can be as low as ∼ 10−4 rad [91], resulting in
negligible spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation. Nevertheless, measuring
such effects can be important for benchmarking the performance of plasmonically-
enhanced HPWGs. To address this requirement, Diaz et al. [158] presented a method
to sensitively measure self-phase modulation in micro-scale waveguides. The experi-
mental procedure relies on shaping each pulse via an all-reflective waveshaper, such
that long wavelength are completely removed, leading to a sharp spectral edge. Such
spectrally cut pulses are then coupled to the waveguide, where the small nonlinear
signals generated in the cut region can be detected after removing the pump light with
a spectral filter. This background free measurement enables sensitive measurements
of Kerr nonlinear effects. A comparison between a silicon waveguide and a hybrid
plasmonic waveguide with a silicon nitride spacer, shown in Fig. 18e, reveal no signif-
icant improvement, since the χ(3) of silicon nitride is too low to boost γ above that of
the bare silicon waveguide, despite the sub-wavelength mode area. A later theoretical
analysis [91] revealed that DDMEBT in HPWG can enhance the SOI γ by an order
of magnitude (see also Fig. 11d).

Finally, we highlight a recent experiment which revealed self-focusing effects in
a hybrid gold/silica/chalcogenide structure at telecommunication wavelengths over
distances of∼ 100µm, harnessing the field enhancements and the large nonlinearities
in chalcogenide [190].

In spite of the early promise of hybrid plasmonic waveguides for nonlinear applica-
tions [191], and their potential to enhance the performance of the underlying dielectric
waveguide [91], HPWGs have enjoyed limited use in PICs, perhaps because the asso-
ciated fabrication/design difficulties to be overcome are too large, and the expected
performance improvement too little. A number of recent experiments provide com-
pelling evidence that metal-dielectric-metal waveguides [83] are easier to fabricate,
can be immediately interfaced with dielectric waveguides, and provide giant nonlinear
effects after wavelength-scale guidance.We now discuss nonlinearMDMwaveguides,
starting with their Kerr nonlinear performance. Additional circuit-integrated MDM
nonlinear effects are discussed in Sect. 5.

4.6 Kerr plasmonic slot waveguides

Early nonlinear experiments with MDM waveguides showed evidence of all-optical
switching in plasmonic directional couplers [192] formed by adjacent 80nm wide
plasmonic slots that were a only a few micrometres long [193], operating at 1550nm.
Despite the low footprint, these switches were reliant on the metal nonlinearity, were
prone to optical damage, and required 5kW of peak power.
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Fig. 19 a SEM image of a gap plasmon waveguide on a SOI substrate, of length L = 2µm and gap
width w = 25 nm. Arrows indicate a schematic of the FWM experiment, whereby a pump at frequency
ωp (green) and a signal at ωs (blue) generate an idler at ωi (red). b Mode intensity calculations at the
input taper region and c in the plasmonic slot region (right), used for coupling via an adiabatic transition.
d Example pump/signal spectrum and generated idler spectrum, showing -13dB conversion signal-to-idler
conversion. e Conversion efficiency versus waveguide length for different lengths of the waveguide (black
markers), compared with theory (red line)—see also Fig. 9c. From Ref. [127]. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS

More recent approaches have relied on incorporating high-index dielectrics inside
the plasmonic slots. The highly nonlinear plasmonic modes are accessed from dielec-
tric waveguides via efficient modal conversion schemes, e.g., by placing the plasmonic
slot either on top of [127] or adjacent to [194] the waveguide, most commonly with a
tapered section to assist the mode transformation [195,196]. Compared to the HPWG
shown in Fig. 5g, the plasmonic slot geometry enables evaporation or spin-coating of
a highly nonlinear material as a very last fabrication step. Nielsen et al. [127] used
this approach to report giant four-wave mixing (FWM) conversion efficiencies in a
plasmonic slot waveguide of 2 µm in length. The waveguide is shown in Fig. 19a, and
consists of the commercially available, highly nonlinear polymer MEH-PPV, which
is sandwiched in a gold nano-slot (gap width: 25nm). Light was coupled into the
waveguide and collected via gratings and tapers, and the entire device was on a silicon-
on-insulator substrate covered by a thin silica spacer (total device length: 25µm). The
FWM process was attributed to the plasmonic slot mode profile: Fig. 19c, since the
γ of the modes guided by all other plasmonic elements—such as the taper region
shown in Fig. 19b—was negligible. The authors measured a maximum signal-to-idler
conversion efficiency of −13.3 dB, (i.e., 4.7%), as shown in Fig. 19d, and longer
device lengths led to a decrease in the conversion efficiency as shown in Fig. 19e, in
agreement with theoretical predictions.
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Fig. 20 Linear and nonlinear properties of bulk ITO and ITO SPPs [77]. a Real (blue) and imaginary (red)
parts of ITO’s relative permittivity εm (ω) = ε∞ − ω2

p/(ω
2 + iΓ ω), ε∞ = 3.8055, ωp = 2π × 473 THz,

and Γ = 2π × 22 THz [118]. b Real (blue) and imaginary (red) parts of ITO’s n2 according to Eq. (4)
taking constant χ(3) = (1.6 + 0.5i) × 10−18 m2/V2, showing a maximum when �e(εm ) = 0 (i.e., at
ω/ωp = 0.51). c Real- and imaginary-parts of εeff = n2eff of the ITO/air SPP mode from Eq. (1) (blue-
and red-lines, respectively). Dashed magenta line: �e(εm ). d Real- and imaginary-parts of γ . Maximum
|γ | occurs when εm = −1 (i.e., at ω/ωp = 0.46). e Experimentally measured nonlinear reflectance of ITO
SPP pump-probe experiments. Labels indicate the different probe wavelengths considered, near the ENZ
wavelength (here: λENZ = 1.235 nm). Adapted from Ref. [200] under a creative commons license (CC BY
4.0)

4.7 Plasmonic waveguides with epsilon-near-zeromaterials

Beforemoving to the next section,we briefly discuss a recent development in nonlinear
plasmonics that has attractedmuch attention, namely the realization that bulkmaterials
possessing a real part of the permittivity ε = √

n0 that is close to zero (i.e., “epsilon-
near-zero” (ENZ) materials) have an extremely large Kerr nonlinearity [197]. At first
glance, when �e(n0) → 0 in Eq. (4), n2 diverges—in fact, this is an artefact of the
perturbative approach that was used to derive it [31]. In this case, changes in the
intensity-dependent refractive index are more accurately described directly by [112]

n =
√

ε + 3χ(3)|E |2. (14)

Experimentally, ENZmaterials have been show to yield extraordinarily large refrac-
tive index changes of 170% in Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) [118], and similar effects were
measured in Aluminium-Doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) [198], and artificial metamaterials
[199]—see for example Ref. [197] for a recent review of ENZ media. Figure 20a
shows the relative electric permittivity of ITO, and Fig. 20b shows the associated n2
according to Eq. (4), with the largest n2 occurring where �e(εm) = 0.

But how to to harness ENZ materials for guided-wave devices with extreme non-
linearities? Reported approaches include operating a waveguide containing an ENZ
material at the frequency where εm = 0 [201–204], or operating the waveguide with
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effective mode permittivity near cutoff such that �e(εeff) = �e(n2eff) = 0 [205–207].
Further insight can be obtained by noting that, according to Eq. (14), large nonlinear
changes in n can also be driven by large |E |2. This is the case for bulk ENZ media
[77]: the transverse field has a local maximum at the ENZ wavelength, since it corre-
sponds to a local minimum in the group velocity [77]. Furthermore, the longitudinal
field can be further enhanced for TM polarization at angled incidence [118] due to the
continuity of the normal component of the displacement field [197].

For waveguides formed by ENZ media, evaluating the nonlinear response requires
calculating the nonlinear coefficient γ via Eq. (7), although insights can also be
obtained from the factorization of Eq. (8). It is valuable to consider the simple case of a
bulk SPP propagating at an air/ITO interface: Fig. 20c shows its real- and imaginary-
parts as a function of frequency, and Fig. 20d shows the calculated associated γ

according to Eq. (7). In contrast to the bulk case, the largest Kerr nonlinearities here
occur at frequencies near εm = −1, which is the point of the lossless electrostatic
surface plasmon polariton [41]. A recent study also computed the associated vg and
effective modal area, showing that these two parameters are indeed simultaneously
minimized near this electrostatic plasmon resonance condition [77]. Similar calcula-
tions on other plasmonic waveguides led to the same conclusion. One key message
of this analysis was that the enhanced Kerr nonlinearity in both bulk ENZ media and
guided-wave structures can be understood in this unified framework of omnidirectional
field enhancement.

In all cases, the associated losses are quite large, even by plasmonic stan-
dards: the calculated attenuation lengths for ITO nanowires/nano-apertures are of
the order of 50–100nm, suggesting that, rather than wavelength-scale waveguides,
sub-wavelength-thickness metasurface arrays (e.g., pillars and nanoholes) are most
appropriate for boosting Kerr nonlinear responses of ENZ media. A number of
experiments have been performed on similar planar ENZ metamaterials [199] and
metasurfaces [119], extending the available wavelengths where giant optical nonlin-
earities can be harnessed. In the present context of guided-wave structures, ultrafast
all-optical switching was most recently measured using bulk ITO surface plasmons
near the ENZ wavelength using a Kretschmann configuration [200], as shown in
Fig. 20e. Analogous experiments in thin films showed third harmonic generation
enhancements [208]. Such materials and geometries are compatible with CMOS fab-
rication technologies. Given these promising results, future studies will undoubtedly
elucidate the subtle and counter-intuitive physics underlying the large nonlinearities
of ENZmaterials, clarifying their feasibility as mass-producible components for chip-
compatible sub-wavelength nonlinear devices.

5 Nonlinear plasmonic circuits

The structures in Sect. 4 show the impressive potential of guided-wave nonlinear plas-
monic applications of individual, self-standing devices. Integrating or post-processing
similar nonlinear plasmonic structures on readily available off-the-shelf dielectric
waveguides has the power to grant them with additional, previously absent plasmonic
functionalities while retaining a compact footprint. Recently for example, Tuniz et al.
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Fig. 21 a SEM top view of a post-processed SOI HPWG circuit. It consists of an industry-standard TE ridge
waveguide followed by two in-series plasmonic circuit modules: (i) a TE-photonic to TM-plasmonic rotator,
and (ii), nano-focusing tips of increasing sharpness. SHG occurs at the tip. bMeasured scattered light from
the tips at b at the NIR pump wavelength, and c at the SHG wavelength. Images in b, c are respectively
captured under the same conditions, unless otherwise indicated. Pin: Incident average power. Note the bright
scattered SHG light for the sharpest tip and at low powers, due to nonlinear enhancement. Adapted fromRef.
[209] under a Creative Commons license (CCBY4.0). d SEM images of a fabricated photonic-to-plasmonic
mode converter and graphene overlayer. Scale bar: 1µm. e Top: schematic of its cross-section side view and
associated. Bottom: calculated intensity profile, showing a large overlap between the plasmonic hot-spots
and the graphene monolayer. Scale bar: 20nm. f Femtosecond all-optical switching through the waveguide,
harnessing graphene saturable absorption (SA), via time-delayed pump-probe experiments. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [146], Copyright (2020) Springer Nature

developed a HPWG circuit formed by two back-to-back hybrid plasmonic modules
(namely, a plasmonic rotator and focuser, shown in Fig. 21a), both of which were inte-
grated on a standard silicon photonic waveguide. Over the length of the 9µm HPWG
device, the authors show modal rotation (from TE to TM) and subsequent nanofocus-
ing (via a tapered plasmonic tip), which leads to an enhancement of second harmonic
generation due to the surfaceχ(2) effects of gold. The authors harness the enhancement
of nonlinear light generation to experimentally demonstrate a field enhancement of
more than 100× scattered from increasingly sharp tips, as shown in Fig. 21b, c, down
to an estimated mode area of 100 nm2. Although the SHG conversion efficiency was
only ∼ 10−11, these proof-of-concept experiments exemplify pathways for enhanc-
ing existing networks of photonic circuits with multiple sub-wavelength plasmonic
nonlinear functions.
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A number of dielectric-plasmonic waveguide circuits, designed ab-initio, have
unlocked wavelength-scale all-optical switching, electro-optics, and terahertz detec-
tion and generation, as we now discuss.

5.1 All-optical switching

Recently, Ono et al. used nonlinear plasmonic slot waveguides to address the
well-known tradeoffs between all-optical switching speeds and associated energy
requirements [29,146], using graphene as the nonlinear material in the slot. Their
structures interface a silicon photonic circuit and a plasmonic slot waveguide
with a graphene layer directly on top of the metal, as shown in Fig. 21a. While
two-dimensional materials such as graphene [210] have extreme nonlinear optical
properties, the optical interactions are still relatively weak due to the short molecule-
scale lengths over which nonlinear interactions occur. The authors overcome this
limitation by combining the plasmonic hotspots at the edge of the gold metal (shown
in the Fig. 21e calculations) and the high photonic-to-plasmonic efficiency of the plas-
monic taper section [211], over micron-scale interaction lengths. Graphene’s ultrafast
saturable absorption (SA) thereby leads to the transmission of a signal pulse when a
control pulse overlapped with it. Figure 21f shows the associated experimental trans-
mission through the entire device as a function of pulse delay, highlighting the ultrafast
response time of 260 fs.

5.2 Electro-optics

Several chip-compatible hybrid plasmonic devices that harness the χ(2) linear electro-
optic effect have also been reported, enabling compact, low-power, and high-speed
data modulation [151], terahertz detection [150] and generation [212]. Pockels-effect
nonlinear modulators compete with those harnessing free-carrier [213], thermo-optic
[214], or mechanical effects [215], due to the wide bandwidth and reduced power
consumption in a micro-scale physical footprint. The driving physical principles are
analogous to those described so far: a dielectric photonic waveguide funnels light to
one- or multiple-plasmonic element—most commonly, a nanometre-scale plasmonic
slot waveguide—containing a large χ(2) material [19]. Besides providing a largemode
overlap between optical fields and a low-frequency (typically, GHz or THz) fields, the
plasmonic slot waveguide is also a capacitor, providing a natural bridge between nano-
optics andmicro-electronics.Whether it be inducedby external electrical signals [194],
or external THz radiation [150], electric fields inside the slot can modulate the index
change inside the slots, encoded as phase changes of an incoming constant-wave (CW)
laser. The outgoing optical signals can then be detected with conventional spectrum
analyzers or coherent receivers. The bandwidth of such devices is more than 1THz,
with the dielectric material itself having a response time of a few femtoseconds [194].

In this context, Melyikan et al. [194] reported the first experimental demonstration
of a high-speed plasmonics phase modulator (40 Gbit/s) over a 29µm-length MDM
slot waveguide containing an electro-optic polymer. The concept was then extended
to a two-arm configuration forming aMach–Zehnder modulator (MZM), shown in the
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Fig. 22 a False-colour SEM micrograph showing a photonic–plasmonic circuit Mach–Zehnder modulator.
A suspended bridge connects the gold plasmonic slots to electrical controls, forming a plasmonic phase
shifter. Inset: calculated MDM mode of one arm. The photonic-plasmonic-interference (PPI) at output and
input converts light from the photonic waveguide into two plasmonic slot waveguide modes, as shown in
b. Depending on the applied voltage, transmission into the photonic mode can be off (if SPPs in the arms
of the MZM are out of phase) or on (so that they are in phase and couple to the photonic guided mode.)
c Measured (symbols) and modelled (dashed line) optical power transfer function versus applied voltage.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [151], Copyright (2015) Springer Nature

SEMmicrograph of Fig. 22a, andwhose performance is exemplified by the simulations
in Fig. 22b. Here, two out-of-phase plasmonic waveguides (“off” states) are brought in
phase (“on” states) via external electrical signals, directly encoding the external elec-
trical signals on the incoming laser intensity via the power transfer function shown
in Fig. 22c and with 70GHz bandwidth. In these experiments, the plasmonic slot
interfaced with a dielectric waveguide via an adiabatic taper, with the whole process
being compatible with CMOS fabrication. In the spirit of relaxing fabrication require-
ments while maintaining high performance, this concept was used in an all-metallic
device surrounded by the same nonlinear polymer [216]. In this case, the polarization
of the electric field of the grating-coupled surface plasmon rotates—from the upper
surface gold layer into the lateral plasmonic slots—and an external 116GB/s electri-
cal data stream was encoded into the optical signal. In a more recent resonant-switch
design [217], the overall losses of the dielectric-plasmonic modulator were reduced
by ensuring that the “on” state remains in the dielectric, while the “off” state couples
to the lossy plasmonic mode, thereby harnessing the advantages of both dielectrics
and plasmonics. Related designs are increasingly being included on monolithic chips
of increasing sophistication [154]. The field of plasmonic-organic hybrid integration
is rapidly developing; we point the reader to Refs. [19,152,153] for recent related
reviews.

5.3 Terahertz detection and generation

The THz bandwidth associated with the nonlinear electro-optic devices presented
above can also be harnessed for all-optical detection of electromagnetic fields at
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terahertz frequencies. Terahertz radiation is an enabling and rapidly developing
multidisciplinary technology serving many diverse areas including security, telecom-
munications, and sensing [218]. However, as a relatively new technology, THz sources
and detectors are less developed, typically bulky due to the relative large millimetre
scale wavelengths involved, and are not particularly efficient in interfacing with con-
ventional optical elements and photonic circuitry. Plasmonic nonlinear devices are
increasingly bridging these technological gaps using χ(2) effects. Salamin et al. [150]
experimentally demonstrated wirelessly driven plasmonic phase modulator that can
directly encode a data from an external millimetre wave (0.06THz) incident elec-
tric field on an optical carrier within an optical waveguide circuit, enhancing the low
modal overlap between the incoming field and the optical wave via an appropriately
designed resonance. This technology was recently adapted to even higher THz fre-
quencies [219], and formed the basis for a low-footprint monolithic terahertz field
detector [220]. This technology is rapidly moving out of the laboratory and into prac-
tical settings [221]—for example,Mach–Zehnder plasmonic configurations have been
used as wireless THz-to-optical wireless receivers with 0.36THz 3dB bandwidth for
50 Gbit/s data streams [222]. Such architectures make terahertz technology more
accessible, since it can be interfaced with conventional photonic structures (including
optical fibers), and will likely be key in next-generation THz communications and
portable low-cost THz detectors and terahertz imaging systems.

The generation of broadband terahertz radiation, on the other hand, most commonly
relies on transient currents in a biased photoconductor micro-antenna illuminated by
femtosecond pulses [218]. As an alternative, all-optical terahertz sources can use
difference frequency generation, a χ(2) process wherein two intense electric fields
at THz-spaced frequencies generate a nonlinear polarization in the medium at the
difference frequency. These schemes typically require phase-matching between the
terahertz envelope and the beating optical waves, e.g., in mm-thickness crystals [223].
Yao et al. presented amicroscale, chip-based structures using two-layer gated graphene
heterostructure (each graphene layer separated by AlO3), placed on top of a SiN3
waveguide; conceptually, graphene forms an atom-thick plasmonic waveguide with a
gate-tuneable permittivity, and large χ(2). Counter propagating pump and signal pho-
tons phase match with the supported graphene plasmons, which can be appropriately
externally tuned. Note the extreme properties of the plasmons involved: the generated
terahertz plasmons have frequencies of 4–9THz, and effective wavelength of 460–
770nm, corresponding to neff = 50−120. Here the conversion efficiency is ∼ 10−4,
limited by the propagation length of the graphene plasmons.

An alternative approach for generating THz radiation is optical rectification (OR),
whereby ultrashort optical pulses generate terahertz pulses in aχ(2) media as a result of
the nonlinear interactions between the pulse’s constituent THz-bandwidth frequencies
[224]. OR has been harnessed to generate terahertz radiation on planarmetal nanofilms
[225] plasmonic nanoparticle arrays [226], and metamaterial arrays [227] but the best
of our knowledge has yet to be reported in photonic-plasmonic waveguides.
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Fig. 23 Example nonlinear plasmonic-photonic circuits for THz detection and generation. a Concept
schematic of a photonic-plasmonic THz detector. The external THz radiation (green) is collected by the
antenna and confined to the plasmonic slot, so that CW light from the silicon WG is converted to SPPs,
whose phase is modulated by the plasmonic phase modulator (PM) via the THz field. b SEM image of
the 40nm wide plasmonic slot used in the experiment. c Measured optical response of the device, showing
the sidebands at the modulating 0.06THz frequency. Adapted with permission from Ref. [150]. Copyright
(2015) American Chemical Society. d Schematic of a two-layer graphene hybrid plasmonic circuit (GHPC)
for THz generation via SPPs, using counter-pumped χ(2) difference frequency generation (DFG). Inset:
Top-viewmicroscope image of theGHPC. Scale bar: 50µm. e Schematic of DFGprocess. A phase-matched
(counter-propagating) pump and signal at respective frequency f p and fs produce a graphene plasmon with
frequency fSP . Phase matching can be tuned via an external voltage VG , which modifies the graphene dis-
persion. f Observed frequency fSP as a function of the voltage on the top- (red) and bottom- (blue) graphene
layer. Adapted with permission from Ref. [212], Copyright (2018) Springer Nature

5.4 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering

Finally, we mention one of the most widely-used nonlinear effects in plasmonics:
Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) [228], wherein the large field enhance-
ments enabled by plasmonics boosts the spectral fingerprints emerging from inelastic
scattering processes between light and a molecule’s vibrational modes. For many
decades, SERS used localized, non-guided surface plasmon polaritons, e.g., via rough
surfaces [229] and nanoparticles [230].More recently, “remote” SERS has been devel-
oped [231–233], combining propagating SPPs (e.g., on a nanowire) with neighbouring
localized SPPs, e.g., at its extremity. In such nonlinear plasmonic structures, the objec-
tive is to locally generate extreme fields in the smallest possible volume, and detect
the Raman-shifted fingerprint at longer wavelengths; conventional guided guided sur-
face plasmons generally do not provide sufficient enhancement, and plasmonic tips
(i.e., tapered and terminated plasmonic waveguides) are used [234]. These provide the
important advantage of a background-free nonlinear Raman signal originating from
a nanoscale volume of interest. More recently, chip-compatible SERS devices that
integrate plasmonic antennas [59,235] and plasmonic slot waveguides [236,237] have
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Table 2 Summary of selected on-chip nonlinear plasmonic experiments discussed, including the structure
considered, the nonlinear effect observed, the estimated/reported conversion efficiency η (italic) or phase
shift Δφ (bold), the nominal physical device area Ad and device length Ld , and the dominant nonlinear
material involved in the nonlinear process

Structure Effect η or Δφ(rad) Ad (µm2) Ld (µm) N.L. material

SR-SPP [176] SHG ∼ 10-14 0.0075 20 Gold

SR-SPP [176] THG ∼ 10-13 0.0075 20 Gold

SR-SPP [180] FWM 1 × 10-5 0.008 20 Gold

SPP [185] THG 2.3 × 10-5 0.4 <10 Silicon

HPWG [158] SPM 10-8 0.12 10 Silicon

MDM [127] FWM 4.7 × 10-2 0.0005 2 MEH-PPV

HPWG [209] SHG 10-11 0.1–0.0005 9 Gold

HPWG [188] SHG 4 × 10-5 0.1 5 CdSe

HPWG [189] SHG/SFG 10-6/10-5 0.03 1–15 AlGaInP

MDM [146] SA – 0.0006 10 Graphene

MDM [151] EO mod. π/2 0.04 10 DLD-164

MDM [150] THz det. 0.0323 0.01 50 DLD-164

SPP [212] THz gen. 10-4 0.7250 60 Graphene

All pumps are in the NIR

also emerged, whose modes are optimized to ensure the dominant Raman contribution
comes from the slot by limiting the modal overlap with the dielectric waveguide [237].
Such sensors will also benefit frommore efficient plasmonic coupling designs concen-
trating light to ever decreasing nanoscale volumes.We refer the reader to Ref. [228] for
a recent reviewonSERS,which includes a comprehensive section onwaveguide-based
approaches.

6 Nonlinear quantum plasmonics

Photonics is one of the more promising platforms underpinning next-generation
quantum-based technologies, e.g., quantum computing [130,238], secure communi-
cations [239], and quantum-enhanced metrology [240]. Light has been a workhorse
for investigating quantum mechanics since the early days [241,242]; most recently,
integrated optical platforms are playing an increasingly important role, promising to
provide a noise-freemonolithicmeans of conveniently and reliably generating, manip-
ulating, and detecting single- and entangled-photons [243–245]. In keeping with the
theme of this review, we now briefly discuss nonlinear plasmonics for quantum appli-
cations in the specific context of integrated waveguides.

The nonlinear effects considered thus far operate at high (pump) photon num-
bers and weak nonlinearities (grey box of Fig. 24 [246]). A material’s χ(2) or χ(3)

nonlinearity can also produce entangled photon states at frequencies far from the
pump, via spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) and spontaneous four-
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Fig. 24 Summary schematic of classical- and quantum-light regimes on the basis of photon number and
interaction strength per photon. Linear optics (light grey): weak interaction strength per photon and low
photon numbers. Classical nonlinear optics (dark grey) relies on higher photon numbers, but materials’
intrinsic interaction strength per photon is low. Quantum nonlinear enters the picture at larger interaction
strengths per photons becomes large: if the photon number is small, photon–photon nonlinear optics takes
place at the quantum emitter level (blue); if the photon number is large, and the interaction strength per
photon is large, many photons interact simultaneously to produce strongly correlated many-body states.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [246], Copyright (2018) Springer Nature

wave mixing (SFWM) respectively [244]. On the other hand, nonlinear effects at the
single-photon level provide a means of generating quantum states and rely on strong
interaction strengths with matter per photon, as shown in the blue box of Fig. 24. At
low photon numbers, the nonlinear interaction between two photons can be mediated
by each photon strongly interacting with a quantum emitter (blue box). Here, typical
schemes require photons to interact sequentially with a quantum emitter [247–249]—
the presence of the first photon is imprinted on the quantum emitter by changing
its internal state, which influences the second photon, so that the quantum emitter
induces a photon-photon interaction. Reaching the realm of quantummany-body non-
linear optics (yellow box) can open the door for creating entangled many-body states
of photons. This requires both a large number of photons and a large nonlinearity per
photon. One proposal has shown that many-body states of light can be generated by
unidirectionally coupling many quantum emitters to a waveguide [250]. This can in
principle also be achieved in plasmonic waveguides [251], although practical imple-
mentations may be limited by loss. Another possible route to reach this limit can
potentially be achieved by using the material response of a given waveguide configu-
ration, analogously to the requirement of a large nonlinear phase shift (Eq. (11)).

What role, if any, can nonlinear plasmonics play in all this? One advantage is that
that quantum nonlinear effects are more likely when the effective volume occupied
by photons approaches the deep sub-wavelength scale, provided by nano-focused
plasmonic modes. Complementarily, plasmonic nanostructures increase the density
of available optical states [252], increasing the probability of photon emission, so
that photons emitted by a quantum emitter can couple to surface plasmon modes
near-deterministically [253]. This requirement is key both for efficient on-chip photon
sources and for strong photon–photon nonlinearities [254]. However, care should be
taken in ensuring that the associated enhancement in emission does not couple to
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a non-radiating channel (e.g., loss due to damping): proper emitter placement near
the metal is extremely important to avoid detrimental quenching effects [252]. At a
fundamental level, any useful single photon state is immediately destroyed by the loss
of any photon, which often raises eyebrows when suggesting lossy plasmonic systems
as viable quantum platforms.

However, a number of recent experiments of on-chip quantum emitters [255], com-
plemented by analytical theories [256] indicate that quantum plasmonics [257,258]
can enhance the capabilities of all-dielectric architectures [252,259,260]. With ever
improving circuit designs for coupling dielectric waveguide modes to single quan-
tum emitters [261], one advantage of plasmonically coupled emitters over their
all-dielectric counterparts is their broadband, non-resonant, enhanced emission rate
[256] and thus shorter emitter lifetime, which could facilitate the generation of a
coherent source of single photons that is required for most quantum protocols. One
perspective [262] is that plasmonic devices reduce the spontaneous emission time tsp
times below the characteristic dephasing times tdeph at room temperature; dielectric-
based approaches instead increase tdeph by reducing the temperature as illustrated
in Fig. 25a. An example feasibility study of efficient room-temperature sources of
indistinguishable single photons using plasmonic cavities was reported in Ref. [263].

Several recent experiments have shown the promise of photonic-plasmonic quan-
tum architectures. For example, Gong et al. used three-dimensional guided plasmonic
nanofocusing on a deterministally positioned quantum emitter to enhance its spon-
taneous emission by a factor of ∼ 22. Most recently, a single-molecule nonlinearity
was experimentally shown via a dye molecule inside a plasmonic waveguide [264],
and the resulting single-photon fluoresence showed a one-order of magnitude reduc-
tion in emission lifetime compared to the non-plasmonic case. Grandi et al. [265]
included a single molecule into a hybrid gap plasmon waveguide akin to that shown
in Fig. 19a, showing single molecule emission from the output of the entire device,
which originated from the plasmonic nano-gap, although the plasmonic gap of 200nm
was too wide to reduce the decay rate. With ever-improving techniques for determin-
istic placements of quantum emitters [266], and the ability to controllably pattern
nanometre-scale metallic channels [267], similar geometries might provide the build-
ing block for fast room-temperature single-photon emitters that coupled to low-loss
dielectric guides assited by plasmonics, as per the schematic of Fig. 10b.

Guided-wavemultiphotonnonlinearities havebeen recently theoretically and exper-
imentally revisited for guided lossy media in the context of quantum applications. In
2016, Poddubnyet al. [269] developed general theoretical framework of integrated
nonlinear parametric photon-plasmons guided waves, accounting for material disper-
sion and losses. Such realistic studies suggested relatively high efficiency of 70%,
and even presented novel enhancement mechanisms due to the anisotropic eigen-
mode topology ofmetal/dielectric multilayers. New toolkits for dealingwith nonlinear
quantumprocesses in lossymedia are continuously beingdeveloped [270,271].Experi-
ments that rely on nonlinear plasmonics processes to generate quantum states are rare:
guiding entangeld multi-photon states through the lossy media too easily destroys
them. Recent efforts have attempted to use guided surface plasmon polaritons to
enhance spontaneous parametric downconversion [272], and some initial steps have
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Fig. 25 a Schematic illustrating plasmonic speedup of single-photon emitters. “Coherent” photons from
quantum emitters occur from spontaneous transitions from an excited state |e > to a ground state |g >.
Coherence requires that the spontaneous emission time tsp be shorter than dephasing events with charac-
teristic time scale tdeph. Dielectrics optain long tdeph by cooling; plasmonics achieve short tsp via a fast
spontaneous emission rate (i.e., large Purcell factor). Adapted from Ref. [262]. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS. b Schematic of a quantum dot array deterministically placed near a plasmonic nanofocus.
Inset: SEM image of the fabricated device (Scale bar: 500 nm). d Concept schematic of device principle: a
three-dimensional nanofocused plasmonic mode is aligned with a single emitter at the nanofocus. e Exam-
ple decay dynamics of the emitter: the decay time is 4 ns for the single QD without a silver film (blue), and
0.14 ns for the QD with a silver film (red). (Black line: instrument response function.) Adapted from Ref.
[268]. Copyright (2015) National Academy of Sciences

been made [273]; stronger nonlinearities, lower losses, and hybrid waveguide designs
[271], could potentially overcome current limitations.

Although light-matter interactions are weaker in all-dielectric structures, the library
of photonic elements (e.g., couplers, splitters, etc.) is better established, more flexible,
and thus provides a more convenient platform for more advanced early experiments.
Integrated plasmonics could potentially miniaturize these systems to the nanoscale,
lower the energy requirements, and provide faster room temperature operation; cur-
rently however, the majority of quantum photonic experiments are still confined to
research laboratories, where the absence of such characteristics do not preclude fun-
damental studies of chip-scale quantum interactions in these early research stages.
Plasmonics-based approaches might however become the go-to later-generation tech-
nology for quantum photonic architectures, once they become more widespread.

7 Conclusions and outlook

We have provided an introductory overview of nonlinear plasmonic in guided wave
systems, which we believe will play an important role in the next generation of com-
pact, ultrafast, low-power photonic integrated devices. We have mentioned a few
notable applications, including all-optical switching, terahertz generation, electro-
optics, single-molecule sensing, and quantum optics, but this list is by no means
exhaustive [51].
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While plasmonics-based guided-wave structures are capable of extreme nonlinear
optics inside deep sub-diffraction volumes, they push nanofabrication demands to the
limit of current capabilities, and demand a lot from the materials involved—often
operating at the edge of their breaking point (albeit at lower powers). However, recent
years have been marked by the explosion of a huge family of highly nonlinear two-
dimensional (2D) materials, some of which have been mentioned here. The most
famous of these, graphene, supports plasmonic modes [274–276] and can also act as
a highly nonlinear medium for enhancing dielectric waveguides [277]. 2D materials
have large nonlinear susceptibilities, but under standard illumination the interaction
length is only a few atoms thick: guided-wave plasmonics [278] can provide a way of
concentrating the light to a volume comparable to the thickness of the material itself—
not to mention interaction lengths orders of magnitude longer than the width of a few
atoms! We have already seen the power of these combined features in the device of
Fig. 21d–f, although a complete description at such scales must also account for non-
local effects [279]. The role of plasmonics in enhancing the performance of such 2D
materials has been the topic of recent reviews [280,281], and it is only a matter of time
before guided-wave hybrid nonlinear plasmonic devices, enhanced by 2D materials,
integrate with PICs to unlock record-level ultrafast nonlinear effects in an accessible
manner. Photonic-plasmonic-2D circuits are now starting to appear [282], albeit in a
different context, and current fabrication capabilities enable a scalable approach for
including 2D materials on large-area waveguides [283,284].

Complementary to approaching improvements from a material perspective, it may
be that other waveguide geometries may provide enhanced nonlinear interactions as a
pathway for investigating new physics—for example, non-Hermitian systems [285],
accessible via plasmonic waveguides [286], exhibit slow light effects at their excep-
tional point [287], where they are also extremely sensitive to their environment [288].
Related concepts [289] might prove a worthwhile avenue for chip-based nonlinear
sensing of nanoscale events.

In conclusionwe hope that, as alternate avenues for nonlinear enhancement emerge,
as fabrication techniques develop, and asmaterial science furthermatures, this tutorial-
style review may provide a useful introductory conceptual toolkit for approaching this
exciting and powerful field.
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